Long Term Plan Preschool 2020
Development matters Coverage in Black
Curriculum Maestro in Purple
Term
PSED

Communication and Language

Au 1
Why do
you
love
me?

Feelings
Friendships
Family
All about me
Friendship stops

What is special about me?
Listening
Paying attention
Talk about themselves in
photos - This is me!
Home corner for family
role play

Au 2
Why do
leaves
go
crispy?

Begin to show effortful
control
Notice and ask
questions about
differences
Teamwork

Listen to stories
Identify familiar objects
Understand questions
Why do leave go crispy?
Teeny tiny bird cakes
Our visit

Spr 1
Can you
read me
a
story?
Spr 2
How
does
that
buildin
g stay
up?

Talks about own
feelings
Becomes more outgoing
Plays with one or more
children

Helps to find solutins
to conflict
Does not need an adult
to remind them of rules
Lets build together

Listen to stories
Identify familiar objects
Understand questions
Who’s who
Perfect porridge
Wanted
Who lives here
Sleeping dragons
Use longer sentences 4-6
words
Can start a conversation
and continue it for many
turns
Little pigs
Build a tower
Our visit

Physical Development
Gross motor skill – walk,
run, jump and climb
Builds independently
Laminated large face
photos of the children –
mark making or add
features
Mirrors to watch
themselves – Mirror,
mirror on the wall
Gross motor – balancing,
riding and ball skills
Can remember sequences of
movement related to songs
or dance
Marvellous mud
Fruits and vegetables
Smashing pumpkins
Eats independently using a
knife and fork
Shows preference for a
dominant hand
Increasingly independent
with dressing etc.
Makes healthy choices
Ride on
Sand structures
Hammering
Mini mud bricks
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Su 1
How
many
colours
in a
rainbow
?

Develops appropriate
ways to be assertive
Talks with others to
resolve conflict
Planting a rainbow
story
Bear sees Colours

Su 2
What
can you
see in
summer?

Talks about their
feelings using words
Starts to understand
how others may feel
Little box of sunshine
Sandy Castles
Play dough partners

Term
Au 1
Why do
you
love
me?
Au 2
Why do
leaves
go
crispy?
Spr 1

Can start a conversation
and continue it for many
turns
Use talk to organise
themselves
Fruity Colours
Planting a rainbow story
Give me…
Can start a conversation
and continue it for many
turns
Use talk to organise
themselves
Summer is here
What’s in the bag
Yummy summer fruits
Sunflowers
Summertime fun
Colour change

Literacy
Sensory Play
Mark making
Enjoys songs and rhymes
Name recognition – This is me!
Love monster story
Guess how much I love you story
What does love look like?
Has a favourite book
Repeats words and phrases from stories
Enjoy drawing freely
Woodland stories
Sticky sticks
Stickman
Leaf tracing
Develop play around favourite stories

Increasingly independent
with dressing etc.
Makes healthy choices
Fruit Salad
Brightly coloured fish

Increasingly independent
with dressing etc.
Makes healthy choices
Ice writing
Summer sports
Summer swim
Safe in the sun

Maths
Complete inset puzzles
Counting rhymes
Counts in everyday contexts 1-5
Counting groups of the children in photos
- Count us!
Draw around feet/hands/children to compare
size – Let’s measure
Compare sizes, weights etc.
Notices patterns and arranges things
Recite number beyond 5
Counting conkers
Autumn Maths
Measuring sticks
Subitise up to 3
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Can you
Makes marks on their picture to stand
read me
for name
a
Who’s been eating my porridge?
story?
Through the woods
Word wall
Princess power
Magic spell
Spr 2
Understands 5 key concepts about print
How
Develop phonological awareness
does
Engage in extended conversation about
that
stories
buildin
Our street
g stay
My house
up?
Understands 5 key concepts about print
Develop phonological awareness
Su 1
Engage in extended conversation about
How
stories
many
Use some of print and letter knowledge
colours
in early writing
in a
Rainbow Den for reading
rainbow
Planting a rainbow story
?
A colour of his own story
Colour rhymes and poems
Monsters love colours
Su 2
What
can you
see in
summer?

Term

Writes some or all of their name
Writes some letters accurately
Reading in the rays
Summer poems
What can you see in summer
Summer lollies

Understanding the World

Counts 5 objects
Compares quantity using more/less
Talks about and explore 2d and 3d shape
Dragon’s treasure
Build a tower
Links numerals and amounts
Experiments with mark making numerals
Solves real problems with numbers up to 5
Understand position through word alone
Shape building
Counting houses
Number towers

Describes a familiar route
Makes comparisions between weight etc.
Combine shapes to make a new one
Translucent shape on a lightbox
Coloured pom poms

Talks about and identifies pattern
Exend and create abab pattern
Notice and correct errors in pattern
Describes a sequence of events
Watermelon squish
Counting seeds
How many scoops
Shadow measuring
Expressive Arts and Design
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Au 1
Notices differences between people
Why do
Makes connections between their families
you
and others
love
Draw around the child - My Body
me?
Photos from home – I love my…
Explore materials with different
Au 2
properties
Why do
Use all senses to explore
leaves
Talks about what they see, using a wide
go
range of vocab
crispy
Icy treasures
?
Acorns and conkers
Begins to make sense of own life and
Spr 1
family
Once
Explores how things work
upon a
Talks about differences between
time
materials
Kings and queens
Spr 2
How
does
that
buildi
ng
stay
up?

Plant seeds and care for them
Continues to talk about differences
positively
Explore and talk about different forces
they can feel
Properties

Su 1
How
many
colour
s in a
rainbo
w?

Talks about different materials and
changes they notice
Shows an interest in different
occupations
Colours in nature
Investigating Colours
Rainbows

Pretend Play
Sensory investigation of materials
Home corner for family role play

Uses imagination when making
Makes models
Crispy leaves
That’s not my hedgehog!
Develops complex storylines
Makes imaginative and complex small
worlds
Uses different materials to develop ideas
Little pig, little pig
Building bridges
Joins different materials and explores
texture
Creates closed shapes with continuous
line
Uses drawing to represent ideas like
movement
Building site
Construction kits
Building bridges
Colourful homes
Shows different emotions in drawings and
paintings
Explores colour and colour mixing
Colour Names
Colour Mixing
Singing – I can sing a rainbow
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Understand the key features of the life
Su 2
cycle of a plant and animal
What
Knows there are different countries in
can
the world
you
What’s the weather
see in
Grow your own lawn
summer
Water
?
Summer tech

Au 1
Why do you love me?
Au 2
Why do leaves go
crispy?
Spr 1
Once upon a time
Spr 2
How does that
building stay up?
Su 1
How many colours in
a rainbow?
Su 2
What can you see in
summer?

Listen with increased attention to sounds
Remember and sing entire songs
Sing melodic shape of songs
Plays instruments with increasing control
The ice cream shop
Funny feet
Designer sunglasses
Summer sticks

Memorable Experience
Baby photos
A video from a parent with a new
baby

Innovate

Autumn walk

Autumn treasure threading

Watch a pantomime

A story for the king

Building site visit

Construction site

Painting
Signs of summer walk

A perfect picnic

